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Deploying Windows 2000 with Support ToolsSyngress Publishing, 2000
Visually, Windows 2000 is similar to previous versions of Windows. Its extensive new functionality, the overriding goal of which is to reduce an organization's "total cost of ownership," however, makes the system administrator's life easier. This translates to quicker software installation, more efficient management, and easier...
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SAP SEM BPS Interview Questions: Strategic Enterprise Management and Business Planning with SAP SemEquity Press, 2006
The Ultimate Learning Guide for SAP Business Planning with SEM-BPS  SEM-BPS Certification Questions, Answers, and Explanations!  It' s clear that SAP SEM is one of the most challenging areas in SAP. Finding  resources can be difficult. SAP SEM-BPS Interview Questions, Answers,  and Explanations guides you through your learning process. From helping...
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Design Methods and Applications for Distributed Embedded SystemsSpringer, 2004

	The ever decreasing price/performance ratio of microcontrollers makes it economically attractive to replace more and more conventional mechanical or electronic control systems within many products by embedded real-time computer systems. An embedded real-time computer system is always part of a well-specified larger system, which we call an...
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Big Think Strategy: How to Leverage Bold Ideas and Leave Small Thinking BehindHarvard Business School, 2007

	Business leaders need bold strategies to stay relevant and win. In "Big Think Strategy", Schmitt shows how to bring bold thinking into your business by sourcing big ideas and executing them creatively. With the tools in this book, any leader can overcome institutionalized 'small think' - the inertia, the narrow-mindedness,...
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Preparing for the Worst: A Comprehensive Guide to Protecting Your Family from Terrorist Attacks, Natural Disasters, and Other CatastrophesPraeger Publishers, 2007

	Preparing for the Worst details the best practices in antiterrorism tactics and preparing for disaster. This book is for typical American families, business travelers, corporate executive management personnel, emergency first responders, school administrators, and local government officials responsible for public safety and emergency...
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Keep It Simple: A Guide to Assistive TechnologiesLibraries Unlimited, 2011

	Keep it Simple: A Guide to Assistive TechnologieSâ‰ª/i> provides a basic tutorial on common assistive computer applications and commonly available, inexpensive hardware and software to help librarians incorporate such aids into the library's current infrastructure.


	Focusing on applications commonly available on...
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Project Management: A Systems Approach to Planning, Scheduling, and ControllingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
This revised edition of the bestselling project management “bible” offers a new, focused presentation of the critical aspects of project management. Written by one of the best-known and respected authorities on the subject, this extraordinary book gives the leaders of today and tomorrow a profound understanding of project...
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Service-Oriented Architecture : A Field Guide to Integrating XML and Web ServicesPrentice Hall, 2004
Service-oriented integration with less cost and less risk
  

The emergence of key second-generation Web services standards has positioned service-oriented architecture (SOA) as the foremost platform for contemporary business automation solutions. The integration of SOA...
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Introduction to Digital Professional Mobile Radio (Artech House Mobile Communications Library)Artech House Publishers, 2004
Offering unique insight from the author's years of experience working with  this technology, the book presents a comparison of the properties of   conventional analogue and new digital PMR systems.     

       This practical new book is written for mobile communication professionals who are involved in the planning, design, testing,...
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Programming Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2009Packt Publishing, 2009
Microsoft Dynamics NAV is a well established Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) application, part of the Microsoft Dynamics family. Dynamics NAV is installed worldwide, with well over one million users. Version 2009 contains many major new features and structures, requiring even experienced Dynamics NAV developers to refresh their NAV development...
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Frommer's Cambodia & Laos (Frommer's Complete)Frommers, 2010

	This new first edition guide introduces two exotic destinations fast becoming required stops for globetrotting tourists. Through our expert author, readers are exposed to the rich culture and poignant history in Cambodia and Laos. Discover the region's food and gift markets, lovely beaches and islands, colorful temples, and charming...
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The People CMM: A Framework for Human Capital Management (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2009

	Organizations are now competing in two markets, one for their products and services and one for the talent required to produce or perform them. Success in the former is determined by success in the latter. The ability to compete is directly related to the ability to attract, develop, motivate, organize, and retain the...
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